
Summer 2020
Courses with Ms. Hartman

with Ms. Odetta & Mr. Evan



Songwriting
How do we create music that reflects how we feel? 
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Course Goals
● Learn fundamental music skills and 

terminology
● Understand different types of song 

structures
● Craft melodies and lyrics with a holistic 

approach to each song 

Activities
● Listening exercises

● Artist studies

● Collaborative songwriting



Cooking & Gardening
Course Goals
● Learn about the nutritional value of ingredients in 

our kitchens & gardens
● Broaden our knowledge of cuisines and culinary 

traditions around the world
● Develop language and vocabulary around food 

and kitchen supplies, as well as safety precautions
● Develop kid-friendly recipes that can be shared 

with our families at home!

How can we better understand the world around us through the food we eat?
Activities
● Ingredient taste tests
● Culinary Alchemy 
● Family recipe share
● Recipe development
● Freedom Gardens
● Food reviews



“
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Recorded Music
With Mr. Evan

Course Goals
● Learn about the process of 

recording music
● Learn about the history of music 

production
● Acquire creative and practical 

production skills

Activities
● Beat making 101
● Working with a microphone
● Recording analysis and style
● Mixing music 101
● Sound experimentation

How do we turn our ideas into recordings?



Recycled/DIY Crafts
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How can we use what we have to create something new?
Course Goals

● Repurpose household materials in fun and 

creative ways

● Learn how to make household items from 

scratch

Activities

● Homemade stationary

● Paper flowers

● Collage art

● Homemade bath & body balms



Movement & Meditation 
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Vestibulum congue Vestibulum congue Vestibulum congue Vestibulum congue How Can We Explore Embodied Emotions & Energy ?
Course Goals

● Discover various modalities of movement 
● Develop physical & mind-body awareness 
● Explore traditional dances from diverse cultures
● Experiment with different avenues of expression 
● Strengthen our bodies by staying active 
● Release endorphins & energy

Activities

● Meditation & Breathwork 

● Yoga & Qi Gong

● Stretching & Cardio 

● International Dance Moves 

● Rhythm & Movement Games

With Ms. Odetta



KID FLIX
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How can we tell stories through cinema?
Course Goals
● Learn about the evolution of film as a 

narrative medium
● Develop language and vocabulary to 

describe the potential emotional impact of 
movies

● Look at similarities and differences of 
movies across the globe

Activities

● Movie shares (clips)

● Movie reflections, reviews, and analysis

● Character studies

● Filmmaker spotlights



BAND CAMP
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How Can We Join Forces as Rock Stars & Jam Together ? 
Course Goals

● Play music as a collaborative ensemble  

● Develop artistic personae & band aesthetics

● Produce a multi-track song + music video 

Activities

● Write Individual Artist Bios & Band Mythology 
● Design band logo, “merchandise,” costumes, 

stage set 
● Create & Compose as a group 
● “Book” a tour & craft a “press release” 

With Ms. Odetta



100 Years of American Music
(ages 10+)
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How did America find its sound?
Course Goals
● Learn about musical styles & genres across 

different time periods, geographical and 
cultural origins

● Understand the history of recorded sound 
and the way music has been shared 
through technology

● Develop fundamental skills for musical 
analysis

Activities

● Listening exercises (audio & video)

● Artist spotlights

● Music shares

● Music technology demonstrations



Global Sounds
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What does the rest of the world sound like?
Course Goals
● Develop musical vocabulary for global 

cultures
● Understand similarities & differences 

across world music traditions
● Discover the relationship and impact of 

musical traditions around the world
● Incorporate music studies with dance and 

movement

Activities
● International music spotlights (artists, 

instruments, & styles)

● Family & heritage music shares

● Close listening & analysis (audio & video)

● Movement studies

● Discussions with guest speakers & 

performers



About Us
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Hi! I’m Camellia, a.k.a. Ms. Hartman. In my year and a half working at St. Luke’s, I have worked as a 
Grade 1 classroom assistant, administrative assistant, substitute teacher, and an after school instructor 
of voice, violin, jewelry, recycled crafts, songwriting, and Harry Potter magic. Outside of school, I work as 
a freelance violinist and singer, from recording studio sessions of all genres to orchestra and theatre 
performances to private events and weddings. My goal is to use my experience and genuine love and 
appreciation for the wonderfully diverse NYC music scene into the classroom to spark inspiration and joy 
in my students. Private lessons available: violin, voice
 
Hello! My name is Odetta, a.k.a the other Ms. 
Hartman. I have had the pleasure of working 
in creative childcare for over 8 years, with 
wide-ranging experiences teaching in public 
& private schools (including St Luke’s!), 
after-school arts programs & alternative 
camps. My pedagogical goals place 
emphasis on playing music with a strong 
grounding in fundamentals. With this holistic 
approach to musicality, I aim to create 
bespoke curriculum tailored to diverse 
learning styles & individual needs. 
Private lessons available: violin, voice, guitar, 
ukulele, banjo, beginner piano, song-writing

 

Hi there! My name is 
Evan (aka Mr. Evan) and I 
am an after-school 
teacher at St. Luke’s, a 
music producer, vocalist, 
multi-instrumentalist and 
audio engineer who has 
been teaching privately

and in public schools for six years now. I teach 
songwriting and music history with Ms. Hartman and I 
am also offering a recording class this Summer which 
will focus on the practical and creative skills needed to 
turn an idea into a finished piece of music!
Private lessons available: voice, guitar, piano, drums, 
bass, banjo, ukulele, beat-making and songwriting



Let’s Get Started!
● Courses will begin the week of June 29th to allow for curriculum development, 

gathering of supplies (if needed), and some time away from screens
● Families can decide whether to sign up for one-on-one lessons, sibling classes, or 

team up with other friends for group classes (max 7/class)
● Courses are flexibly designed to be offered as one-off sessions or ongoing curriculum 

through the summer; modifications can be made based on each family’s specific 
needs or requests, and scheduling will be based on mutual availability

● Friends outside of the St. Luke’s community are welcome! Please feel free to send this 
slideshow along to other families who might be interested. 

Questions? Please don’t hesitate to reach out!
LearningArtWithHart@gmail.com
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COURSE RATES
Private Instrument Lesson = $50/30 min, $90/60 min

Sibling / BFF course rate = $100/hour for 1-2 students 

Group classes (3 - 7 students) = $40/hour per student 

● Course bundles are also available with discounted rates - both for ongoing, continuous 
curriculum and mixing and matching different courses.

● Courses will be scheduled a minimum of one week in advance, and we ask that any 
cancellations or changes be communicated with at least 24 hours notice (though we 
understand that we are living in a time full of extenuating circumstances!)

● Questions or inquiries about rates can be directed to LearningArtWithHart@gmail.com

We can’t wait to see you this summer!
Love, Ms. Hartman, Ms. Odetta, & Mr. Evan


